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BY
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Introduction

Section I of the following paper, though using the postulational method,

is motivated by the consideration of classes of vectors, on a finite range

Pn = (1, 2, • • -, n), whose elements belong to a general division algebra

or, as we shall say, number system.

Section II deals only with vectors on a finite range.

Section I is also of use as giving a general basis preliminary to the

more intensive study of

(a) classes of vectors on a general range,

(b) number systems over a division number system; that is, to the

initiation of a theory analogous to that of an "algebra over a field," where

the field is replaced by an associative division number system.

Notation. Throughout the paper certain logical notationst will be used

as follows:

= logical identity

4^ logical diversity

= definitional identity

:=• definitional identity between statements

.). implies

.~. is equivalent to

.9. such that

3 there exists

is unique, used before the element which is unique: thus,

| a means a is unique.

and
.u. or

— not

. : .: :: etc. punctuation signs; the principal implication of a sentence

has its sign accompanied by the largest number of periods,

thus ai):b.).c is a statement that a implies that (& im-

plies c) whereas a.).b:):c states that the implication a

implies b, implies the fact c. We may also use punctuation

to show continued implication, thus a.). b .). c means a .). b

_and b.).c.

* Presented to the Society, April 11, 1925.

f These signs are mostly taken from E. H. Moore's Introduction to a Form of General

Analysis. Yale University Press, 1910, p. 150.
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~ corresponds to

*(ft) the statement * holds for every a

[ ] class  of elements.    A non-vacuous class we call  a set.

n[P| the greatest  common  subclass  of the classes P of the

class [P] of classes

U [PI the least common superclass of the classes P of the class

[P] of classes

O inclusion.  In speaking of classes M and AT, M ¡D N means

M includes N,  in the sense  that every element of N is

an element   of M.    This may also   be written   N C M.

The principal results will frequently be stated both in logical notation

and in the written form; proofs, however, will as far as practical be given

in logical notation only.

In dealing with subsets of the fundamental classes 31, U, V, etc.,

3lo == Kl,    Si = [ail,    •••,    U„ i= [t«o],    •••,    V0 := ¡vo\,    •••    etc.

as subsets of 2Í, U, V etc. respectively.

We shall use exponents to denote properties of an entity a ; for example 21A

denotes that 21 is of type A. When we use the notation for a class as

an exponent of an element we shall mean that the element belongs to the

given class; thus u^ means that uQ is a member of the class U.

If we have a single valued function, /, of n independent variables whose

values belong to the ranges Px, ■ • -, Pn, and the functional values off

belong to a class M then we say that the function / is on Pt • • • Pn to M,

that to/",'-p-tojr.

Number systems of type A. We will consider a number system which

is a generalization of a "division algebra." We will define what we mean

by a number system, 21, being of type A, in such a way that whenever

multiplication between every two elements of 21 is commutative, it follows

that 21 "s a field. If 21 is a field we will say 2lF. However as we do not

assume that multiplication is commutative, there is introduced both a right

and left distributive law.

We say that a system 21 is a number system of type A or symbolically 2IA

if it is of the following type:t

f This definition of a number system of type A is based directly on that used by E. H. Moore

in his course in General Analysis. A number system of type A has properties 1-11 as given for

real numbers by D. Hubert but does not necessarily fulfill conditions 12-17. See D. Hubert,

Grundlagen der Geometrie, p. 35, 3d edition, 1909, or the translation by E. J. Townsend,

The Foundations of Geometry, Open Court Publishing Company, 1902, p. 37.
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21 contains at least two distinct elements;

There is an addition function, +, on 21 21 to 21, which forms a com-

mutative group, with identity of addition = 0;

There is a multiplication function, x, on 2Í2Í to 21 which obeys the

following restrictions :

(1) Ox« == 0 = axO   (a);

(2) x on 21 except 0 forms a group (not supposed commutative);

(3) axxa2 = 0 :): ax = 0 .u. a2 — 0;

(4) The identity of multiplication = 1;

(5) aix(a24-a3) = («txa2) + («ixas)   iax,a2,as),

ia2-\-a3)xax = (a2xa1)-4-(a3x«1)    (a,, a2, as).

We will call such a system an associative division number system.

For simplicity of notation we will write axxa2 = axa2.   We will use

the exponential method of denoting reciprocals thus:

axa2 — «.j«! = 1 : = : a"1 = al . a"'1 = a2.

For sake of clarity a few examples of number systems of type A will

be given.

Ex. 1.  All real rational numbers.

Ex. 2.  The system, R, of all real numbers.

Ex. 3.   The system, C, of all complex numbers.

Ex. 4.   The system, Q, of all real quaternions.

Ex. 5.   Any Galois field GF[p„);

e. g. for n == 1 the rational numbers modulo p.

Ex. 6.* The Hubert example of a non-Archimedian Veronesean number

system.

Consider P= (• • -, — 3, — 2, — 1, 0,1, 2,3, • • •) and a number system 2lA.
Consider F~ [all single valued functions foa toSl : : a: :/.:):. 3 «/:s: n

<nf.).J\n) = 0].
For a definiton of addition we have

/ = f +/• :-■ fin) = f in) +ft in)   («).

For a definition of multiplication we have

¡+k=n

f - J\f s=! f(n) = 2 f (/)/.(*)   (")•

* This example is developed by E. H. Moore in his course in General Aualysis. For

31 = R this is Hubert's example of a non-Archimedian Veronesean number system.

Loc. cit., p. 31, or trans., p. 34.
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The identity of addition is [fin) = 0   in)].

The identity of multiplication is [/KO) = l./i(«) = 0 (n + 0)].

F is of type A.

Ex. 7.* Consider P =(•••,— 3, — 2, — 1, 0, 1, 2, 3, • • •) and a number

system 21 of type A.

Consider P[all/ollPPto91 .::?::. 3 w/.:s:. % <; M/.w¡¡ .)./(«i w8) =0 :: «

.:):. H n/n :s: %s ̂  «/» -)-finns) =■ 0].

For a definition of addition we have

/ = /i +/« : = : /(%, «s) = fx («i, ng) +/ï («,, «2)    (wi, n2).

For a definition of multiplication we have

ki+mi=n\
kt\-m\=ni

S = SiS* î=s/(wi«ï) =    X    ft'ClOT,/i(fti,fti)/2(wi,mä)  (nif ns),

where « is a number of 21.

Our identity of addition is [/o(rci,Ms¡) = 0 («i, ««)]•

Our identity of multiplication is [/i(0,0) = 1 -fxinx,n2) = 0(«! =(= 0
•u.n, + 0)].

P is of type A.\

Theorem 1. If 21 is of type A, and 2I0 is a subset of A, then the
totality 2toc, of numbers of 2Í which are commutative as to multiplication

with all the numbers of 2t0, forms with the original addition and multi-

plication ft number system of type A :

Th. 1.    2iA . 2io = [a»]. 2toc = [all a :»: a0 .). ftft0 = ft0 ft] :): %i-

The proof is evident when we note that a3100 .). (ft-1)81"' for

ftfto = ft0ft .). fto = ft-1ftoft •)• ftoft-1 = ft-1fto (fto).

Corollary. If % is of type A, then the totality 21' of numbers of 21

which are commutative as to multiplication with all tlie numbers of 21 forms,

with the original addition and multiplication, a field:

Cor. 21a . »' = [all a :*: ax .). aai= ai a] :): «''.

* A special case of this example is given by Hubert, loc. cit., p. 100, or trans., p. 103.

J. H. M. Wedderburn brought this example to my attention in a more general form than

that of Hilbert.

fThe proof of this directly follows Hubert's proof. It should be noted that in both

Ex. 6 and Ex. 7 Hilbert uses formal power series in one or two symbolic parameters

respectively, rather than the functional notation used here.
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It should be noted that 21' is not necessarily a maximal field in 21.

If, for example, 21 = Q then 21' = scalars but all the quaternions such

that the coefficients of j and k are 0 form a field isomorphic with C and

containing the scalars.

2Í may be of infinite rank in respect to 21' as is shown by Example 7.

Thus a number system of finite rank as regards a number system 21 might

be of infinite rank as regards the field 21' of which 21 is an extension.

I.  THE THEORY  OF  LINEAR  SETS

Contents

1. General postulational basis.

2. Sum and intersection of two sets, supplementary sets, additive sets, linear sets.

3. Interrelation of certain extensions of U0.

4. Normal order, rank, difference sets.

.5. Linear sets with commutative basis.

1. General postulational basis.   In Section I we consider a system

2 = (2l,tf = [u], ©, Qr, .©,),

viz., a number system 21 of type A, a class U of (abstract vectors or)

elements u and three processes or functions ©, ©r, Qi, serving to connect

numbers a and elements, u; as follows:

1. U has at least two distinct elements.

2. © is a function on UU to U which forms a commutative group with

identity element Ou; m = Mj©M2, u is the sum of ux and ws.

3. ©r is a function on Z72I to U; u — uxQra;  u is the product of ux

by a (on the right).
4. Qi is a function on 21Z7 to U; u — aQiux;  u is the product by a

(on the left) of ux.

5. a.). a©jOp= Ou = 0uQra.

6. m.).O0i u =0u= u Qr0.

7. u.).uÇ)rl = u = 1 Qiu.

8. Associative law of addition,

Mi Mí M8 .). (Mi © Ms) ffi U3   =  Mi © («g © Ms).

9. Distributive law,

Ml M2 ffli a2 .). (a)  (Mi ©r ill) © (Mi QrOg)   ==  Mi Qr i<h + O«),

(b) («i ©i Mi) © ia2 ©z Mj) = («i + a2) Qi ux,

(c) (mi ©,. ax) © (m2 Qr ax) = iux®u2)Qrax,

(d) iax Qi «O ®iaxQiUi) = ax Qi (?<i © m8).
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10. Associative law of multiplication,

U fti a2 .). (a)  (M 0r«i) 0,fta  =  U Qr (fti ft2),

(b)  fti Qi (fta 0; u) = (fti fta) Qi u,

(e)(Oi0itt)0r«2  = ftiOî(w©»-ft2).

From 9 and 10 the general distributive and associative laws follow.  As it

will not lead to ambiguity we will simplify the notations as follows:

iix © u2 = ?<i + tu iuxu¿);

uQra = ua iua);

aQiu = ft«t (wft);

(«ai) ft2 = ii(«i fta) = «fti «2      (w fti fta);

fti (fts tt) = (fti ftä) u = «i ft2 M      (m fti ft3) ;

«i (tt«a) = (fti ft) fta = fti Mfts      ('ft «i fta).

There follow two examples of a system 2.

Ex. 1.*   Any algebra over a field.

It should be noted that our system 2 is more general in that we have

not limited 21 to be a field and we have not required the existence of

a multiplication  process between the elements  of  U (0 on UU to U).

Ex. 2. If we are given a general range P and a number system 21 of

type A, then we may take as U the set F of all vectors / (single valued

functions), on P to 21,—

F = [all/OBPto31],   with

/ = fxA-f   : = : fip)  = fxip)A-fip)     ÍP),
f = afx : = :/(#) = afxip) ip),

/ = /i«       '■='- fip) = fxip)a ip).

The symmetry between Qr and 0;, and the symmetry between right and

left multiplication in 21 should be noted. Each theorem will carry with

it a theorem by parity (not always different). As a convention, theorems

involving only one type of multiplication will be stated in terms of right

hand multiplication.

From Postulate 2 we know that

:): H \ui .3. u 4-?ti = ux +m = Or/;

* See  L. E. Dickson,   Algebras  and  their Arithmetics,  University  of  Chicago  Press,

1923, p. 9.
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this uniquely existing ux we designate the negative of u, in notation, —u,

so that

M+Ul   =  Ou   : = :  U\   =   — M.

Theorem 1.   The negative of any element ofU is that element mxdliplied

on either right or left by the number — 1 :

Th. 1. «.)■(— 1).« = — m = «(— 1).

Proof,    m = Im; then by Postulates 7, 8 and 9,

M + (— l)w = 1m + (— 1)m = (1 —1)m — Oh = Ou.

Theorem 2.   If the product of an element u of U by a number a of 21

is Ou then either a is 0 or u is Ou or both:

Th. 2. au = Op :): a = 0 .u. u = 0V.

Proof,    a 4 0 :): au = Ou ■)• u = a-1 au = Ou-

Theorem 3.    Relative to a subset U0 of U, the totality 2l0 of numbers a

o/2I which are commutative as to multiplication ivith all the elements of U0

forms,  ivith the original addition and multiplication,  a number system Ao

of type A:

Th. 3. U0 :): (2I0 = Lall a :s: up .). aup = u0a])A.

Proof.

(1) axii — uax . a2u = ua2 :): (at + Og)w = uiax + a2). axa2u = uaxa2,

for

(ai + «2)M = «iM+OíM = Mai + Mas = ^((«i + as),

(aias)M = <ii (agît) = ai(?ía2) = iaxu)a2 = iuax)a2 = uiaxa2).

(2) au = ua .). a-1 u = ?ta~:

for

u = a~lua and therefore a'1u = m«-1.

(3) The set 2I0 contains at least two numbers, for it contains 0 and 1.

Other properties of 2lA may be readily checked.

Definition.   A set Uo is said to be commutative,   Up, in case every

number a is commutative with every element ?(0 of Up-.

Dei. Up ; "."": a up .). auo = iu>a.

u
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2. Sum and intersection of two sets, supplementary sets, additive

sets, linear sets.

Definition of the sum of two sets Ux, U*.

Di+ &t = [all u :?: 3 Miita .3. u = fti + M»].

Definition of the intersection of two sets Z7i, (7a. The intersection

of UxU2, fl [UxU2], is the greatest common subset of Ux and Z73.

Definition of supplementary seis. Two sets Ux and <72 are supplementary,

(C/i<72)sup, if their sum is ZJ.and their intersection is the set whose only

element is Ou-

Definitions* of right linear irl), left linear (¿7),t properly linear (l),

and additive% iad) sets.

Ul •=• d ft2 uoi ftoa •)• (ftoi «i + «02 <h) belongs to U0;

Uo :=l fti fts ««i ttos •)• («i «oi + «a fto2) belongs to U0;

Ul  !=:  DJ,'B;

tC* :=s ?<oi «oa •)• («oí + t<os) belongs to U0

and tío.). (—»o) belongs to U0.

It should be noted that any properly linear subset <70 of U, other than

the set consisting of the single element Ou, together with the number

system 21 and the original definition of addition and multiplication forms

a system 2 satisfying the postulates of § 1. In the sequel we shall often

make use of this fact by applying theorems stated in terms of U to

a properly linear subset f70 of U.

* We have not included in the text a definition of a linear set. A satisfactory definition

of linearity would be such that any right (left) linear set is a linear set, and in case U is

commutative should reduce to the definition of right (left) linearity. In arriving at such

a definition we make use of the number system 3TC consisting of all numbers a of 21 which

are commutative with every element u of U. 2I0 is a field contained in W, for by § 1,

Theorem 3, Sie is of type St, and

acau .). (aca)u = ac(au) = (au)ac = a(uac) = a(acu) = (aac)u .). aca = aac.

We will say that a subset Z70 of Z7 is linear in case for every pair of numbers aci and aci

in 2L and every pair of elements uoi and «02 of Uo the element Woi aa + umaa belongs to Uo.

f Note the symmetry of right and left linearity. When a theorem concerns only one of

the two we will state it in terms of right linearity and omit the parity theorem in terms

of left linearity.

X This is a strong form of the definition. One might use the first condition alone as

a weaker form.
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Theorem 1.    U is properly linear.

Theorem 2.   A right ior left) linear set is additive.

Theorem 3. Every additive set contains Ou; hence, the intersection of

two additive sets is non-vacuous, and each of two additive sets is contained

in their sum.

Theorem 4. If two sets Ux and U2 are additive {right linear, left linear

or properly linear) then their sum and intersection are additive {right linear,

left linear or properly linear).

Theorem 5. If Ux and U2 are additive sets and their intersection is the

set whose only element is Ou, then any element in their sum can be

expressed in one and only one way as the sum of one element of Ux and

one element of U2:

Th. 5. Uf .Vf .r\[Ux U2] = the class Otj

. :) :. '/(.[{'. «g . m£« . ug . mu + un = un + m22

:):   Mn = Mig. m2i = Mg2.

Proof. Mu — Mig = u22 — Mgi. Then, since Ux and U2 are additive,

Mn — Mig belongs to Ux and u22— u2x belongs to U2, hence uxx — Mi2

belongs to fl [Ux U2]. Therefore uxx — uX2 = Ou and uxi = ul2 and

hence Mgi = M2ä.

Theorem 6. Relative to a subset 2l0 of 21, the class Up of all elements u0

of U which are commutative with every number a0 of 2t0 is additive and

is properly linear in respect to tJie set 2loc of all numbers of 21 which are

commutative as to multiplication with every number of 2Í0.

Proof.   From the distributive and associative laws it follows that

III Uo  =  «o M] . Mg On  =  a« Mg . On ax   =  ax Op . Op a2  =  a2 Up

:): {ux ai + Mg Og)a0 = a«{ux ai + MgOg).

Hence, since 2t0c contains the numbers 1 and —1, U0 is additive and

is properly linear in respect to 2Ioc.

In his Introduction to a Form of General Analysis* E. H. Moore introduces

the notion of the extensional attainability of a property P, defined for the

subclasses M0 of M. Considering a class M and a property P defined for

the subclasses M0 of M, we say that the property P is extensionally

attainable in case "for every subclass lío of M there exists a class Mpp

containing M0 and contained in M, having the property P and such that every

subclass of M which contains M0 and has the property P contains Mop,"

* Loc. cit., p. 54.

u*
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or, what is equivalent, (1) M has the property P, and (2) for every class M0

the greatest common subclass of all classes containing M0 and having the

property P has the property P. For such a property P, the P-extension

of Mo is the class Mop of the first definition and also the greatest common

subclass etc., of the second definition: In notation

Mop = fl [all Mx .9. Mx 0 M0].

It is important to note that Mop D Mx 0 M0 :): M0p = Mxp.

Theorem 7.    The properties of additivity,  right linearity,  left linearity

and proper linearity are extensionally attainable in U.

Proof.    (The proof is gi^en for right linearity only.)

(1) U is right linear by Theorem 1.

(2) Uo . Uor = fl [all U? .». <7i D Z7ol :): Uli by definition of right
linearity.

Accordingly we introduce notations, for the various extensions of U0 as

follows :

AdUo = the additive extension of U0;

LrUo = the right linear extension of U0;

Li Uo = the left linear extension of U0;

LU0   = the properly linear extension of U0.

Theorem 8. The right linear extension of any subset U0 of U is the

totality of all right linear combinations of elements of U0:

Th. 8.   Uo . Uo,- =   all u : a : 51 ntl fti, ■ • •, aHu t<oi, • • •, «on„ . s. u =2?<oi *<

:) : Uor == Lr Uo.

Proof. Obviously Lr U0 D <70,-, and Uo,- D Uo and is right linear, and

therefore U0  O Lr U0.

Due to the symmetry between right and left linearity we will in general

state theorems involving only Lr or Li in terms of Lr and omit the theorem

that follows by parity.

3. Interrelation of certain extensions of U0. In this section we

consider the iteration of the four processes Ad; L,; Lr, L and a new

process L0; where L0U0 is defined as the (provably existent) maximal

properly linear subset of the intersection of the right and left linear ex-

tensions of U0. Moreover, it is shown that these processes along with the

iterations Lo Lr and L0 Li are closed under further iteration.
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We also consider how far the seven sets AdUo, Lr Up etc. are determined

from a knowledge of certain of them.

Theorem 1. The properly linear extension of any subset U0 of U is the

right linear extension of the left linear extension of Up and by parity the

left linear extension of the right linear extension of U0:

Th. 1. Up.).LrLi Up = LUp = LiLr Up.

Proof. (1) LUp D Lr Li U0: for LUp D Li Uo D U0 and therefore

LUp = LLi Up O LrLi Up.
(2) Lr Li Uo is properly linear, for by definition Z7i.). {Lr Ux)rl and

Lr Li Uo is left linear, for according to § 2, Theorem 8, every element of

Lr Li Uo is of the form

where n0 and »¿ {i) are positive integers and u0Ji belongs to U0 {ij) and

conversely, and the distributive and associative laws are holding.

Therefore Lr Li U0 = LUp and similarly Li L, U0 — LUp.

Theorem 2.    Ux U2 :): (1) Lr U [ lh U2] = Lr Z7i+- Lr U2;

(2) ZU [Ux U2]    = LUX+LU2;

(3) Ad\J[Ui U2] = AdUi + AdU2.
The proof follows directly from § 2, Theorem 8 and Theorem 1.

Theorem 3.   Uf uf :): (1) Lr[Ux+ U2] = Lr Ux + Lr U2;

(2) L[Ux-\-U2)   = LUX + LU2;

(3) Ad[Ux-\-U2] = AdUx + AdU2.
Theorem 4.   Relative to an additive subset U0 of U, there exists a unique

maximal properly linear subset   U00 of U0  such that all properly linear

subsets of U0 are contained in Uoo'

Th. 4. Uoad .:):. 3 \U00l C Up :b: Uox: C Up .). U00 D Uox.

Proof.    Ux = [all m .s. Lu C f^ol is effective as U00; for

(1) Ux contains the properly linear class [Ou];

(2) ULC U0.).UxO U0l;

* This may also be written in the form

t,»

¿j öli Um ffl2i.

In this case we may not assume as above that the elements um are distinct.
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(3) Ux is properly linear, for a right or left linear combination of elements

of Ux is the sum of elements of Ux and therefore LUx = AdUx and

U0 D LUx, hence by (2) Ux D LUx and is properly linear.

Since relative to a subset U0 of U, C\[Lr U0 Li Z70] is additive, it follows

from Theorem 4 that the following definition has content:

Definition of L0U0. Relative to a subset U0 of U we define L0 U0 as

the maximal properly linear subset contained in the intersection of the right

and left linear extensions of U0.

Theorem 5. Belative to a right linear subset U0 of U the maximal

properly linear subset î70o of U0 is L0 U0.

Proof.    Uorl.)-LiUoD Lr U0=U0.

Theorem 6.    U0.). L0 U0 = n [ L0 Lr U0, L0 L¡ U0 ].

The following table shows the sets generated from a set U0 by iterated

processes of the types Ad, Lr, Li, L0. For example, column 3, row 6

shows us that U0.). L0LriLi U0) = LU0-

Table I

Ad

Lr

Li

L

Lo

IoLr

L0Li

Ad Li L

Ad

Lr

Li

L

Lr

Lr

L

L

U
L

Li

L

L

L

L

L

Lo      Lo Lr     L0 Li

Lo       LqLt  LqLi L

L/q Lr   Lq Lr   L L

LoLi   L        L0L¿ L

Lo

Lo

Lo

Lo

Lo

L0

Lo

L0Lr

L0Lr

L0Lr

Lo Lr

L0Lr

L0 Lr

LoLr

LoLi

L0Li

LoLi

L0Li

L0Li

L0Li

L0Li

The proof of the above table is readily obtained when we bear in mind

that Uo.). fl [Lr Uo Li U0] OAdU0OU0.

The fact that relative to a given U0 the seven sets AdU0 etc. may be

distinct is shown by an example following Table I in II, § 2.

From an examination of Table I it is seen that the iteration of the

seven processes Ad, etc., is closed and associative. Moreover, the iteration

of the four processes Ad, Lr, Li, and L is closed.

Table H shows which of the seven sets AdU0 etc., previously introduced,

are determined when any particular combination of them is given. We do

not list all the 27 — 1 different combinations, but we give certain com-

binations, into which all of the 27 — 1 can be decomposed, and such that

no combination will determine, in general, more than could be determined

from the component parts as listed in the table.
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Table II
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Combinations of sets given

Ad

Lr

Ll

L
Lp

L0Lr

LpLi

Lr, Li

Lr, LpLi

L¡, Lp Lr

LpLr, LpLi

Sets determined uniquely

Ad, Lr, Li, L, L0, L0Lr, L0Li

Lr, L, LpLr
Li,  L, LpLi

L
Lp

LpLr
LpLi

Lr, Li, L, L0, LpLr, LpLi

Lr, LpLi, L, LpLr, Lp

Li, LpLr; L, LpLi, Lp
L0Lr, LpLi, Lp

The proof that the table is correct follows at once from Table I and

Theorem 6.

The following considerations and examples show that Table II is complete :

Whenever the determination of certain sets determines certain others

uniquely it follows that no extra knowledge is gained by adding these

others to the original sets in the first column of Table II. Thus, since the

determination of Lr U0 determines L0 Lr U0 it follows that we need not

add Lr, L0 Lr to the combinations in the first column.

In Table III we give examples showing the completeness of Table II.

In each of these examples we consider a finite range P", where n is a positive

integer, 21 eh Q (quaternions) and Z7 ee F the class of all vectors v on P

to Q. We have a system satisfying the postulates of § 1 when multiplication

and addition are defined as in § 1, Ex. 2 of a system 2. We will display

the vectors v as rows of ordered elements thus: (a¿(¿ =1, •••, 5))

= (ai Og as at a5).

In these examples we display subsets Vx and V2 of such a nature that

the sets arising from Vx by processes listed in column 2 of Table 111 are

equal respectively to those arising from V2 by the same processes; but the

sets arising from Vx differ respectively from those arising from V2 except

for sets as shown by Table II to be uniquely determinable from those we

have assumed to be equal. Thus, in Example 1, LrVx, LVX, L0LrVx are

respectively equal to LrV2, LV2, L0 Lr V2, but AdVx, LiVx, L0VX, L0L{VX

differ respectively from AdV2, L{V2, L0V2, L0LiV2.

When an example in Table III is given showing the completeness of

Table II for any particular combination of sets Ad¥0 etc. the example for
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right interchanged is  immediately  securable

Table HI

Ex. No.
Example shows

completeness
of Table H for

P»

H

V. Vi

Lr iLl)

Lo

L0 Lr    ( L0 Li)

Lr,     Ll

LT,     Lo      iLl,    Lo)

Lr,    L0 Ll

iLi,   L0 Lr)

L,    L0

L,   L0 Lr

(L,   LoLi)

10. Lq,    Lo Lr

(L0,    Lo Li)

11. Lo Lr,   Lo Li

12.

13.

L,    Lo,    Lo Lr

iL,    L0,    L0 Li)

L0 Lr, L0 Li

1   0)    (0   1) (i i) u -ft)
1   0)    (.0   1) (1 i)

0   0   0)

1 « 0 0 j)
0 0 10 0)

0   0   0   10)

(1 if) (ft —j —«)

(1   j   o   o ~oj~~
(0   0    1    i    0)
(o  o ; -ft o)

1)

i 0  0" ft)
(O
(i 0

1 i) (j -ft) (i j) a ft)

i  0  (j ft) (i j) a ft)
10 0 0)

0 10 0)

0  0   1«)

(1

u
(0

i 0 0)

-ft 0 0)

o   1   j)

1 i 0)  0' fe 0) (1   0   i)

1   «'   i)

i i) U ft)

(1   i J)

(1 3)

(1   i) (1 j)

4. Right (left) linear independence, normal order, basis, rank,

supplementary and difference sets. In this section we consider

a system 2 such that the set U is normally ordered. In this case we

show that a right linear subset U0 of U contains a right linearly independent

base, and that every such base has the same cardinal number, which we

call the right rank of U0. Moreover we show that relative to a right

linear subset U0 of U there exists a supplementary right linear set; and

that relative to a properly linear subset U0 of U all properly linear sup-

plementary sets are isomorphic with the difference set (7— f/0 which in

definition is analogous to a difference algebra.
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We say a subset U0 of U is right linearly independent* as to 2i0 in case

U0 % . : * :. n (Moi • • • Mo„)di8tinct ooi • ■ • «on

l,n

:): 2uoi aoi = Ou .)■ Ooi=^ 0 {i = 1, • • -, n).
i

In case Uo is right linearly independent as to 21 we say Uo is right linearly

independent (Co*). If Uo is right linearly dependent we use the notation

UpW. We say Uo is right linearly independent as to Ux in case Lr Ux does

not contain any members of U0. Definitions of left linear independence as

to 2t0 etc. follow at once by parity.

Theorem 1. If a subset U0 of U is commutative and right linearly in-

dependent as to 21', U0 is right linearly independent.

Proof.    1. Up does not contain 0¡j.

2. If the theorem were not true we would have ^uot ck = Ou, where the

elements imh are distinct and the numbers a¡ are 4 0.   Then

(1) ^«^"»^"on = °U>i

moreover since t¿oi, • • •, «o» are right linearly independent as to 21'

3 (J a 41 0) .». {auj a"1 a-1 — Uj a"1) ^ 0 and since U0 is commutative

(2) 2upi aa{ a"1 r»+i^ = 0V;

hence from (1) and (2) it follows that

2upi {aat a-1 a-1 — a. a'1) = 0V,

and therefore

3 m : s : n > nx > 0 (moi, • • • upn¡ )distinct ■rld.

By repetition of the above reasoning we conclude that

3 (mo k Ou a ^ 0) .3. uo a = Ou,

and since this is impossible our theorem is valid.

In the remainder of this section we will make use of the notion of normal

order.    "Normally ordered" is here used synonymously with well ordered

* This could more exactly be called finite right linear independence but as we do not

consider the infinite case in this paper we shall use the shorter term.
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(wohlgeordnet). Thus we say a subset Uo of U is normally ordered (iC)

in case U0 is linearly ordered in such a way that every subset U01 has

a first element. We shall use the notation Uou, where u is an element of

a normally ordered set containing U0, to denote all the elements of U0

which precede u.

We recognize that many accept the Zermelo principle of selection or the

multiplicative axiom and therefore feel that the Zermelo demonstration of

the normal orderability of any aggregate warrants the assumption of such

normal orderability without further stipulation ; yet as many do not agree

with this point of view we will introduce normal order explicitly whenever

we wish to make use of it.

Definition. We say that Ux is a right base for Uo in case Lr U\ = Uo.

If, besides, Ux is right linearly independent we say that Ux is a proper

right base for U0. The definitions of a left base and a proper left base

follow at once by parity.

Theorem 2.IfU is normally ordei-ed and if U* is the set of all elements u

of U ivhich are right linearly independent of the preceding elements then ¡7*

is a proper right base for U.

Proof.    1. £7* is non-vacuous, for U has a first element different from Ou.

2. Lr Z7* = U. We use the indirect method of proof for this. If it is

not so, then 51 u .3. Lr U* does not contain tí, and hence there exists

a first such u, say u0- Since u0 is not a member of Z7* it is a right

linear combination of elements of Z7„0, all of which are themselves right

linear combinations of elements of U*. Hence tío is a right linear com-

bination of elements of £/*, in contradiction to our hypothesis that Lr £7*

did not contain tío.

3. U* is right linearly independent, for, if not,

51 ((tii • • • un)^™1"' «1 4 0 ••■ a„ 4 0) .9. Zm ai = Ou,
i

which is in contradiction to the definition of U*.

Theorem 3. If there exists a normally ordered right base U* for U, then

there exists a normally ordered proper right base Uo* for every right linear

subset Uo 4 [Ou] of U.
Proof. By reasoning analogous to that used in the proof of Theorem 2

we see that [all u* .3. u* is right linearly independent as to U*u ] = U'

is a proper right base for U.

From § 2, Theorem 5, it follows that every u is expressible uniquely in

the form u = ^¿wj ft¿, where «¿4 0 («') and i<j .). u¡ precedes u).

Consider Ux = [all Uo .3. at (for Uo) = 1]; obviously Lr Ux — U0.
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Consider the class [Up] of all sets Up consisting of a finite number of

elements of U'.   We can normally order this class as follows:

Ux precedes U2 if

(1) U[ has fewer members than U2;

(2) U[ has the same number of elements as U'2, but the first member

of U'\ not in U2 precedes the first member of U'2 not in U{.

Corresponding to every set Up there exists a class UXp consisting of all

elements of Ux which are right linear combinations with non-zero coefficients

of all elements of U'v, and no other elements. The sets UXp (i. e., the

non-vacuous classes UXp) are in 1 -1 correspondence with the sets Up from

which they arise. Every element ux of Ux falls in one and only one such

set.   We say that the set Uxx precedes ?7ig provided U[ precedes U2.

No element u'p is right linearly independent of the elements in the sets

preceding the set to which it belongs unless it is the only element in this

set. For consider a set Uxx containing two distinct elements uiXX and Mu2

where

n

(1) Mm  =  Mu +J£ífi¿ai¿,
i

n

(2) Mug  =   Mu + ^ U\i 02i,
i

where n is the number of elements in U' and no multiplier an or a2¿ is

zero. Hence Zr[Miu, Mn8] contains uxxx — Mug = Mos and UpB^0, and

hence there exists a number a such that m03 a belongs to Ux and is in

a set which precedes Uxx. Moreover there exists a number ax such that

Mm — Mos «i = uoi is in a set preceding Uxx. However, it is evident

that Lr[up$a, tioi] contains both «m and Mn2.

Denote by U2 the totality of elements of Ux which are the only members

of the sets to which they respectively belong. These elements may be

normally ordered as were the sets to which they belonged and constitute

a right base for U0, and hence by reasoning analogous to that used in

the proof of Theorem 2 it can be readily shown that [all u2 :?: m2 is right

linearly independent as to U2th] is a normally ordered proper right base

for Up.

Theorem 4. If a subset Up of U is right linear and if Ux and U2 are

normally ordered proper right bases for Up, then Ux and JJ2 have tJie same

cardinal number.

Proof.    For every ux consider

Uzih he [all M2 right linearly independent as to \J[Utù,Uiu,]],

Uiin = [all M2 right linearly independent as to U [U2u,UXUlux]];
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obviously, for every m, U3Ul O UiUl and Lr U [Um, U¿u¡] = U0, but Lr Ux,h

does not contain the element i<i. Hence every element ux of Ux is a right

linear combination with non-zero coefficients of at least one element of

Usu, and elements of UxUl. Therefore £73Ml contains at least one element

not in UiUl. Let ux correspond to the first zi2 belonging to USu, but not

in UiUi.

Moreover, it is obvious that

tin ~ Mai • t'ia ~ t'aa • «11 4 wi2 0: M2i 4 «aa !

and hence there exists a one to one correspondence between Ux and a part

of U2 and similarly between U.¿ and a part of Ux.

Theorem 5. If a rigid linear subset U0 of U has a normally ordered

proper right base Ux, then any other proper right base U2 far U0 can be

normally ordered.

Proof. Consider the class [ L\p ] of all finite sets of elements of U\. This

class may be normally ordered. Corresponding to every such set Ulp con-

sider the totality U2p of elements of Ui which are right linear combinations

with non-zero coefficients of all the elements of UXp. Every element of £72

falls in one and only one such set. Since U¿ is right linearly independent

the number of elements in any set U>p can not exceed the number of elements

in Uxp. Hence U% consists of the members of a normally orderable class

of finite sets of elements and is therefore normally orderable.

Definitions of right {left) rank. If a subset U0 of £7" is right linear and

there exists a normally ordered proper right base for U0 we say that the

cardinal number of such a right base is the right rank of Uo : (rft,. (£7o)).

Theorem 6. If the subsets U and U2 of U are right linear, have normally

ordered right bases, and Ux D U->, then

rkriUx) ^ rft,(£72).

Corollary. Belative to a subset U0 of U of such a nature that there

exists a normally ordered right base for LU0

rkr (LUo) 2: rkr (¿, Uo) > rkr (L0 L, Uo) > rft, (Lo £7o).

Note: According to Theorem 3 all of these ranks exist.

Theorem 7. If there exists a normally ordered right base £7>:. for U, then

relative to a right linear subset Uu of U there exists a right linear subset Ux

of U such that £70 and Ux are supplementary.

Proof. Case 1. £/0 — £7. In this case [Ou] is effective as Ux of the

theorem.
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Case 2. Uo ̂  U. Consider Ux* = [all it* .3. m* is right linearly in-

dependent as to [U*u Uo]]; Lr Ux* is effective as Ux of the theorem.

1. By proof analogous to Theorem 2 and by § 3, Theorem 3, we see that

U =± Lr U IOi* C/oJ = Zr Z/i* + Lr Up = Lr Ux*+ Uo;
2. n [Uo Lr, E7i*] contains only Ou, for if it contained an element m0 of Z7o

such that tip L Ou, then m0 would be a right linear combination with non-

zero coefficients of elements of Ux* and hence there would exist an element

of Ux* not right linearly independent as to Up and the preceding elements

of £/i*.

Definition of a difference set.i Relative to a properly linear subset U0

of U we define the difference of V and U0 iU— Up) as follows:

U— Up = [all U, :*: u belongs to  Ux .). [u]+ U0 = Ux ee {m}].

It is seen that U— U0 is not itself a set of elements of U but a class of

sets of elements such that the members of any one set differ from each

other by an element of U0 and all elements of U which differ by an element

of Up belong to the same set.

Lemma 1.

Up :): {mi} = {«■>} .*). (1) (ii,a¡ = {îtga} =    (îtija      (a);

(2) {oMi}   = {au,}        a{ih)      (a).

Lemma 2.

Up  .:):. {Mi}  = {Ut} . {us} — {ux}

■■)■   {wi + «s} = {»2 + M4} ee {Mi} -|- {î/8 }.

From the lemmas and definitions above it follows at once that relative

to a properly linear subset U0 of U where U0 41 U the difference, U— U0,

together with the number system 2Í and with addition defined as in Lemma 2

and multiplication as in Lemma 1, forms a system 2 satisfying the postulates

of I, § 1.

Theorem 8. If two properly linear subsets U0 and Ux of U are supplement-

ary then Ux is isomorphic ivitJi U—Up under the correspondence Mi~{«i} iux).

Proof. 1. Mu =r" ul2.). {mu} ^ {u¡2}, for if not (mu — uX2) would belong-

both to Up and Ux, which is impossible since U0 and Ux are supplementary.

2. In every set {u} there exists an element of Ux, for 3 Uq, ut .3. u = m0+ ux

and therefore {«} = {m,}.

f For an abstract definition of a difference algebra see L. E. Dickson, Algebras and their

Arithmetics, p.36ff. Our definition could be made more general by not requiring that U0

be properly linear, but many of the most useful properties would not be preserved. We

therefore limit ourselves to this case.
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3. The preservation of the correspondence under addition and multiplica-

tion follows from the fact that £70 and Ux are properly linear and from

Lemmas 1 and 2.

5. Systems with a commutative base. In this section we will

consider a system 2 of such a nature that there exists a proper right

base £7* of £7 which is commutative with Si; hence £7* is a proper left

base for £7. We show that in this case £7 is isomorphic with the set of

all finitely non-zero vectors on a certain range P and that any properly

linear subset £70 of £7 has a commutative right base and conversely.

If 2 is such that £7 has a commutative proper right base then we say

that 2 is of type 1.

Note. That not all systems 2 are of type 1 is seen from the following

example.

Consider both SI and £7 as the Hilbert examplet of a Veronesean number

system.   Associate with every number a = (a («') (t = —°c • • • + <*>)) the

number «' where a'= (ft'(2t) = ft(t'). ft'(2«' + l) = 0 («' = — oo-1- ao)).

We define the processes ©, 0r and Qi as follows:

tii tis.) • Mi © tía == fti + Ui,

an .). u ©rft = M ft,

ft ft .). fl©ítí  ==  ft ©rft' —  tift',

where the addition and multiplication in the right hand members of the

above definitions are the ordinary addition and multiplication for numbers

of such a system. Then 0r/(= 0) is the only element of £7 which is com-

mutative with every number of 31, for consider ax = («i (1) = 1, ftx («') = 0

(« 4 1)); then a'x = (a{{2) = 1, ai(0 = 0 («' 4 2)), and it follows that

n 4 Or/.), fti ©it< = m fti 4 uax = M0r«i. This is also an example of

a properly linear set with a right rank different from the left rank, for

t<o = (tto(O) = 1. t£o(«) = 0 («' 4 0)) is a proper right base for £7; but

£7 has left rank 2 for Uo and ut = («i(l) = 1. ?ti(«) = 0 («' 4 1)) form

a proper left base for £7, for «tío = u .). ti(«) = 0 for i odd and

«tii = m .). tí(«) = 0 for i even.

Theorem 1. If 2 is of type 1 and if we consider Pee; [¡j] = £7* and

U' = [all vectors u on P to St finitely non-zero] and Ui = [dp ip)] where

àpip) = 1 and ôpipx) = 0 for every pi 4 p, then U is isomorphic with U'

under the correspondence

1,» i,n

tt = 2u*íOí~u' = ¿j dUtia.
i i

t Ex. ü of a system SI of type A.
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Proof.  The theorem follows at once from the fact that U* is commutative.

Relative to a general range P and any number system 21 of type A the

class of all vectors m on P to 21 finitely non-zero is a set U belonging

to a system 2 of type 1. In the remainder of this article we will there-

fore consider only systems of finitely non-zero vectors on a range P.

Relative to P1 and the numbers of 21 as vectors on P1 to 21 obviously

a$0.).L{a) = L{l).
Lemma 1. If P is finite and u is a vector on P to 21 nowhere zero, then

either there exist a vector ux and a number a ^ 0 such that ux is commutative

and uxa = u or there exist in L{u) two vectors Mg and m3 and elements

p2 and ps of the range P such that u2ip2) = 0, m3 {ps) = 0 and

Liu) = Z[m2Ms].

Proof. It is sufficient to prove this for the special case P = P2. Then

u = {ax, a2) with aia2 ^ 0 and L{u) = Z(ui) where «j = (1, a2ax'1).

If m is not commutative, 'S. a .3. aa2a1~1a~1 4= a2ax_1, and since Zm con-

tains (1, aa2 ax~x a-1) it also contains (0, a¡ a^1 — aa2 a^1 a-1); therefore

Zm contains (0, 1) and (1, 0).

Lemma 2. Relative to a general range P and the set U of all vectors u

on P to 2Í finitely non-zero, it is true that u :): 3 Up .3. LUp = Zm.

Proof.   This lemma follows by the repeated application of Lemma 1.

Theorem 2 follows at once from Lemma 2.

Theorem 2. Relative to a general range P, U the set of all finitely

non-zero vectors on P to 21 and a properly linear subset Up of U, there

exists a commutative right base Z70* for U0 which therefore is also a left

base for Up.

Theorem 3. Relative to a normally ordered range P, U'the set of all

finitely non-zero vectors on P to 21 and a properly linear subset U0 of U,

there exists a normally ordered commutative proper right base Up* for U0

ivhich therefore is also a proper left base for Up.

Proof. Since by Theorem 2 U and Up are the linear extensions respect-

ively of their commutative subsets U' and Up, it follows from I, § 4,

Theorem 1, and I, § 2, Theorem 6, that we need only prove the theorem

relative to the system 2X = (21' U' © Qr Qi). In this form, however, the

theorem is merely a special case of I, § 4, Theorem 3.

Relative to a normally ordered range P, U the set of all finitely non-

zero vectors on P to 21 and a properly linear subset U0 of U, the right

rank of U0 is equal to the left rank of U0. In this case we will speak

of either the right or left rank of Z70 as the rank of U0 {rkU0).
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II. Sets of vectors on a finite range

Contents
Introduction.

1. Normal forms for bases.

2. Orthogonal sets.

3. Applications to the case where St is real, complex or quaternionie.

4. Identity matrices for properly linear sets.

Introduction. In this section we will consider a system composed of

a number system 81 of type A, the totality V = [v] of all vectors on

a finite range Pn = [1, 2, 3, • • -, n] to SI and addition and multiplication

defined as in Example 2 of I. § 1, for a system 2. Thus we are dealing

with a special case of a system 2 of type 1.

We introduce notations as follows for matrices, vectors and their

composition :

W = [all matrices w on PP to SIJ

w =- wii,j) ii = 1, • • -, n, j = 1, • • -, n).

We say that a matrix w is commutative, ti>c, in case every element of ir

belongs to 3Í'.

Composition of matrices: 8 notation:*

Wa   =  SlVxWs  :~:  Ws(J,k)   — 2ii m (j', *)«'* ih *) (J > '*') •
i

Composition of a vector and a matrix.

i,«

Vi  =  Swv : = i  !;,(«)  = 2u'ihj)v(j) (0;

l.w

(à  =   *SVft-  : = ;  t;,(¿)   = 2J1>(J)w(J>Í) (*')•
j

//we)* product of two vectors:

ft = <Srî;lf2 iE^i et = X t;, (¿1 f2(t).
i

We say that a matrix w is non-singular (tt)"s) in case it has a right and

left reciprocal, which is equivalent to the rows of w being left linearly

independent and the columns right linearly independent. We will use the

notation d for the identity matrix.

1 This notation is that used by E. H. Moore in his course in General Analysis.
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1. Normal forms for bases. In this article we define what we mean

by the base of a right (left) linear set being in semi-normal or normal form.

We show that two right linear sets are equal if and only if the normal forms

of their bases are equal. We show also that a right base for a properly

linear set which is in semi-normal form is also a left base for the same set

and is composed of commutative vectors.

Theorem 1. If a right linear subset V0 of V has right rank r, and a is

a set of distinct elements px, • • ■, pr of the range P such that V as on a

is of right rank r, then their exists one and only one set of vectors

Vpa = (voi • • • vpr) of such a nature that

(1) LrVpa   - 7o;

(2) voiipi) = 1 (¿ = l,...,r);

(3) voiipj) = 0       {i$i, i = l,---,r,i = 1, •••,*•)'

Proof. 1. 3Vi = {vi ••• iv) \3\ Vp O Vi and on a is identical with the set

àpx, • • •, dPr. Vx as on <r has right rank r. Therefore aside from unique-

ness Vx is effective as the Voa of the theorem.

2. Vpa is unique, for consider i < r and v\ in Va of such a nature that

v'i {pu = 1 and v'i ip¡) = O for j <i r and unequal to i; hence v\ = voi

since it belongs to Vp and therefore to Lr Von.

Theorem 2.

K • rkrVp — r ::):: 3 | o* = {px • • • pr) .:•*:.

(1) V0 as on tf* is of right rank r;

(2) px<p2 ■■■ <pr;

(3) a' — ip'x<Cp'2 ■•• <.p'r) .3. Vo as on c is of right rank r :): ff*«ff'.

The proof is obvious.

We say that a right base Voi of a right linear subset V0 of V is in semi-

normal form in case there exists a a satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1

for which Foi is effective as the Vp of the theorem. In such a case we say

that Foi is in normal form provided a is effective as <r* of Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. Two right linear sets are equal if and only if the normal

forms of their bases are equal.

Theorem 4. Relative to a properly linear subset Vp of V a right base Vpi

for Vp in semi-normal form is also a left base for Vo in semi-normal form

and is commutative.

Proof. Since rkrVp= rkiVp, Vox is a left base for 70 in semi-normal

form. Hence the right hand multiples of the vectors of 70i must be equal

to the left hand multiples with the same coefficients and therefore 70i is

commutative.

12
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Corollary. The normal form of the right base of a properly linear subset V0

of V is equal to tlie normal form of its left base and is composed of com-

mutative vectors.

2. Orthogonal sets. In this article we give a definition of the right

(left) orthogonality of one vector to another in respect to a commutative

non-singular matrix w, and in terms of these relations we define the right

(left) orthogonal complements OnoVo iOiwY0) of a subset V0 of 7in respect

to w. We then study the iteration of the processes Or«,, 0iw together

with Lr, Li, etc. and give the iteration table of the resulting twelve distinct

processes, one set of whose generators are 0rw, 0iw and L0; and show that

these are closed under further iteration. We then make a generalization

of these processes such that the resulting iteration table is abstractly

equivalent to that obtained from Or?», 0iw, and L0 and applies to the more

general situation of Section I.

The statements we make in the remainder of this article will be relative

to a commutative symmetric non-singular matrix iv.

We say that vx is left orthogonal to t;2 and v2 is right orthogonal to Vx

in respect to w in case 82vxwv2 = 0. We define the right Qeft) orthogonal

complement of a subset Vo of Tin respect to w, O,™ To (0z„. To), and the

sets 0«, T0 and 00w T0 as follows :

On» T0 = [all v-.3-.vo.). S2v0ivv = 0].

OiwVo = [all v.3:v0 ,).S2 vwvo = 0],

0,» T0 ehe 0„vLVo = OiwLVo (see Lemma 3),

00w T0 = 0r¡» L0 T0 = Ohv L0 T0 (see Lemma 3).

In case w = ô the orthogonality condition reduces to the vanishing of

the inner product Svxv2, and we say Vi is left orthogonal to v2 etc., and

we use the notations 0rTo for Or<?T0 etc.

Lemma 1.    T0 .). (1)   0h„ T0 = OiwLrV0,

(2)   0,,»T0 = OrwLiVo.

Lemma 2.    7 0 V, .). (1)   0™ T2 0 0rw T,,

(2)   0iwV2O0iwVx-

Lemma 3.    TO .). 0iw V0 = OrwV0.

Proof.   There exists a commutative base V0l for T0  and hence 0iw T0

= Olw Vox == Or«, Tu = Or«, Vo •

Lemma 4.    T0 :): (On» V0)rl. (0to V0)a.
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Lemma 5.t   V0 .). (1)   O^O*«, V0 — LrV0,

(2)      OhoOrwVo  =   LlVp.

Proof: Obviously 0rw0iwV0 O LrV0, and 0rw0iwV0 is right linear, hence

the lemma is true provided rkrOrw OiwV0 = rkrLrV0. This follows if we

show that

(I) Vo .). (1)    rh 0[w Vp + rkr LrVo = n,

(2)   rkrOrwVp-\-rhLiVp = n.

However, since w is non-singular we need only prove (I) for the special

case in which w — d. Let r = rkrLrV0. Consider {px ■ ■ • pr) eh a as

the effective ff* of § 1, Theorem 2, for LrV0, and {vx ■ • ■ vr) eh the normal

form of the right base for LrV0. Let a' he {p'x • • ■ p'n-r) be the set of

elements of P not in a. Then consider 7* eh {v'x • ■ ■ v'n-r), where, for

every i, vlipl) = 1, v'iip'j) = 0 {i 4= j), v'i{pk) = —vk{pï) (ft = 1 • • -r),
Vi is a left base in semi-normal form for the left linear set V = Li 7*.

which is of left rank n — r. Moreover, OiV0 D V. Hence the rkiOi V0 2; n—r.

However, if rhOiVo>n — r there would exist a vector v in 0¡V0 and

an element p% {i ^ r) of the range P such that v{pt) — 1 and v{p'j) = 0

for every j ^n — r. Since this is impossible, rkiOi V0 = n — r and our

lemma is proved.

Lemma 6. V0 :): (0„ V0)1. (00w V0)1.

This follows directly from Lemmas 3 and 4.

Lemma 7. V¡ .). Lr V0 = Li V0 = LV0 = L0V0 = L0 Lr V0 = L0 L% V0.

Lemma 8. V0 .). OrwLrV0 — OrwLV0 — OiwLV0 = OiwLiV0 — 0WV0.

Lemma 9. V¡1 .). (0ra V0)1 and Vo .). {OiwV0f.

Lemma 10. V0 :): {O^VJ . i02lwV0Y.

Lemma 11. Vp.). Lp 0m, Vp = 0«, V0 = L0 0iw V0.

Proof. Z70 D Zr70 and hence 0«,70 = OiwLV0 C OiwLrVp = 0/w70,

and since 0«,7o is properly linear it follows that

(1) OwVoC LoOiwVo.

t This lemma in its equivalent matricial form is due to E. H. Moore and is given in

his course in General Analysis. The proof is the writer's. It may be stated in the

following form:

P'P"w'"v[ .:):. H v" .3. S"w'"v" = r[ :~: 8'v'w'" = Oy,.). S'v'v[ = 0.

12*
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Lo Li Vo C Li Vo and hence O«, L0 Li T0 = O™ L0 Li T0 D Or«, Li V0 = Or«,T0,

and since O«, Lo L¡V0 is properly linear it follows that O,» LQ Li T0 0 LOru<Vo,

and hence

(2) 0«, Lo Li Vo = Lo Li T0 C 0«, L 0„» T0 ;

using Lemma 5 and Ott» T0 as T0 in (2) we obtain

(3) Lo Oi,c Vo C O«, i Or«, Ohv Vo = 0«, LLr V0 = 0,» LV0 = 0«, T0,

hence by (1) and (3) we have 0«,T0 = L0OiwVo.

Lemma 12.   T0.). LO„»T0 = Oow LiV0.

Proof. Applying Lemmas 11 and 1 to Or«, T0 for T0 Ave obtain L0 Li V0

= Lo Oiw Ortv Vo = 0«, 0,-îoTo = 0,» LOnv Vo and the lemma follows at once.

This may also be stated in the form

(12^ To .). 0,» On» To = Lo Li Vo.

By use of the above lemmas we derive Table I, which gives the results

of iteration of the processes Lr, Li, •••, 00«,. Thus we find from row 4,

column 7, that T0.). L0 0TO T0 = 0,»T0. It should be especially noted that

the three processes 0,-«., 0iw, and Lo are generators  of the whole table.

Table I

Lr

Li
L

L0

Lo Lr

LoLi

yJrw

Olw

LOnv

LOiw

o»
Oo;»

Lr      Li      L    Lo   Lo Lr Lo Li  On»     0/.?»     LOnv   LOiw    0W   Oo»

Ljr

L
L

Lo Lr

Lo Ly
L

o?»
oi?»
0?»
L0i„-

0,»

LOln;

L L
Li L
L L

Lo Li L
L L

LoL   L
\)rw       yhr

On-

¿On»

0,»
0«,

0,»
0,,

On

0„.

LXjrxv   yJn

Lo Lo Lr

Lo Lo Lr

Lo Lo Lr

Lo Lo Lr

Lo Lo Lr

Lo Lo L,-

Oo«; LOlic

Oo?» LOln-

Oo?» LOiw

Oow LOln-

Oo?» LOiw

Ooî» LOiw

LoLi

LoLi

LoLi

LoLi

LoLi

LoLi

LVrtr

LOyw

LAJnr

LOTw

LOrw

LAjrw

One

LOrw

LOnr

0?»
0?»
LOn,.

LoLi
Li

LoLi
L

LoLi
L

LOuv

Olw

I0l,r

0?»

¿0/,»
o».
Lr

Lo Lr

L

Lo Lr

Lo Lr

L

LOrw

LOru-

LOrw

LOrw

LOrw

LOrw

LoLi

LoLi

LoLi

Lo Li

LoLi

Lo Li

LOiw

LOiw

LOiw

LOiw

LOiw

LOi«»
Lo Lr

Lo Lr

Lo Lr

Lo Lr

Lo Lr

Lo Lr

0,„ Oo?»

0?» Oo?»

0?» Oo?»

0?» Oof»

0?» Oo?»

0,» Oo?»

L Lo
L
L

Lo

Lo

L Lo

L Lo

L    Lo

The proof of Table I may be readily .effected by using the lemmas  as

listed in the following table.    Numbers refer to lemmas of this article.
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Li      L    Lo   Lp Lr Lp Li 0, 0i„ LOrw LOlw   0J(.      0i'Ote

Lr

Li

L

Lo

Loir

LoLi

Oto,
lÁJrv

o«,
Ooic

I   § 3 Table I

4

4

Def.

11

11

4

4

4

Def.
11
4

11
8 1

1 8

6 1
1 6

Def. Def.
12 12

7,8,12,

4, PA 5
5        4,12,

4,12x 5
5        4,12i

12i     12i

11       11

6, 7, 8,12

In order to see that there exists a number system 21, a finite range P,

a commutative symmetric non-singular matrix iv on PP to 21 and a set 70

of vectors on P to 21 such that the twelve sets LrV0, •••, 00w70 are

distinct, consider 21 = Q (real quaternions), the range P5 and ¡oná and

Vp

(10   0  0

(0   1   i  0
(0 j   k   0

(0001

o )
o )
o )
• )

(0   0   0 i -ft).

The twelve sets LrV0, •••, 00(l-70 are given below with their bases in the

normal form:

LrVp

(10   0  0  0)
(0   1   i   0  o)"(0  0   0   10)

(00001)

Li Vp = Li

(10 0 0 0

(01000

(00100
(0  0  0   1   t

LV = 7

(10  0   0   0)
LpLrVp = L (0   0   0   1   0)

(00001)

LpVo

Lp Li Vp

Z (1   0   0   0   0

(10   0   0  0
Z (0   1   0  0  0

(00100

0r70

Z0r70

zr(o ooio

(00010)

(00001)

0,7«

LOiVp = Z

LiiO   1   i  0  0

(01000
(00100
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(01000)

OTo = Ov = (0   0   0   0   0) °°F° = ¿ (0  0  0   1   0)

(00001)

The iteration of the processes represented in Table I is associative.   This

fact can be readily checked by consideration of the generators On», Oiw, L0.

There are  107  distinct closed sub-tables in Table I.   They are listed

below by giving the generators, in each case choosing the minimum number

necessary.   The order chosen is not dependent on the number of generators

but on the number of processes generated.    This number is shown in

Roman numerals.   If the two tables include the same number of processes

we list first that one whose first process (relative to the order of Table I)

not in the second table precedes the first process in the second table but not

in the first.   We denote by setting two numbers before a list of generators

that one may secure by parity a distinct table which therefore is not listed.

I. 1, 2. Lr.   3. L.   4. L0.    5, 6. L0 Lr.

II. 7, 8. L,-, L.   9, 10. Lr, Lo Lr.   11. L, L0.    12, 13. L, L0 Lr.    14. 0?».

15, 16. Lo, Lo Lr.    11. Oow-    18. L0 Lr,Lo 2*    19, 20. L0tw.

HI. 21. Lr, Li.    22, 23. Lr, L, L0 Lr.    24, 25. Lr, Lo L¡.    26, 27. Lr, 0,».

28, 29. Lr, L0.  30, 31. Lr, L0iw.  32, 33. L, L0, L0 Lr.   34. L, ULr,

LoLi.    35. Lo, Lo Lr, Lo Ih.    36, 37. Oiw

IV. 38, 39. Lr, Li, Lo Lr.   40. Lr, Lh 0,».   41, 42. Lr, L, L0.   43, 44. Lr,
Lo Lr, Lo Li.    45, 46. Lr, Oiw.    47. L, LQ, Lo Lr, L0 Li.    48. L, Oo?».

49, 50. L, LOiw.    51, 52. L0, L0iw.    53. Lo Lr, L0rw.

V. 54. Lr, Li, Lo Lr, L0 Li.   55, 56. Lr, Lo, Lo Li.   57, 58. Lr, L, L0iw.

59, 60. Lr, LOrw-    61, 62. Lr, Oo«,.    63, 64. L, 0iw.
VI. 65. Lr, Li, Lo.     66, 67. Lr, Lh L0tw.     68, 69. Lr, L, 0tw.     70, 71.

Lr, On».    72, 73. L, Lo, L0iw.    74. L, Lo Lr, L0rw.
VII. 75, 76. Lr, Li, Oiw.   77, 78. Lr, L, L0, L0iw.   79, 80. Lr, L0Lr, L0rw.

81, 82. Lo, Oiw-   83, 84. L0 Lr, Or,».

VIII. 85. Lr, Li, Lo Lr, LOnv   86, 87. Lr, Lo, 0iw.    88, 89. Lr, Lo Lr, On».

90, 91. Lr, Lo Lh 0(w.    92. L, L0, Lo Lr, L0rw-

IX. 93, 94. Lr, Li, LoLr, 0rw-  95, 96. Lr, L0, LOrw   97, 98. L0, L0Lr, 0ru-.

X. 99. Lr, Li, Lo, LOrw-   100. 0,,», 0*,».   101, 102. Lr, L0, 0m.   103,104.

Lr, Lo, Lo Li, Oiw-

XI. 105, 106. Lr, Li, Lo, On».
XII. 107. On», Oiw, L0.

Since relative to a subset T0 of T we may determine the sets OrwT0,

OíwT0, P0„»T0, LOiwVo, OwVq and Oo?»To from the sets LiVQ, LrV0,

L0LiV0, L0LrVo, LV0, L0V0 respectively, and conversely, we see that
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the Table II of I, § 3, shows us which of the twelve sets are determined,

in general, when any combination of a number of the sets is given.

Although we have defined the orthogonal complement of a set 70 explicitly

our table could be arrived at from a postulational point of view.

Consider a system 2 satisfying the postulates of I, § 1, and further two

processes Tr and Ti such that corresponding to every subset Up of U there

exist two subsets Tr U0 and Ti U0 of U and the four following conditions

are satisfied:

(1) U0.).{a)   TrUp      = TrLi Up,

(b)   Ti Up      = TiLrUp;

(2) Uo .). (a)   I,- Ti U0 = LrU0,

(b)   T Tr Up = Li Up;

(3) (7, DC?,.), (a)   TrUx      C TrU2,

(b)   Ti Ux      C  TiU2;

(4) Uo1.)- TrUp = TiUp.

From the above conditions we see that

U0$:{TrU0r.{Ti Up)11,

for  Lr Tr Up =   Tr Tl Lr Tr Up =   Tr Ti Tr Up =   Tr Lt Up =   TrUp.   We
define TU0 and T0 U0 as Tr LU0 and Tr Lp U0 respectively. The necessary

lemmas for the construction of an iteration table of the T-processes may

be readily derived and a table arrived at in terms of the T"s of which

Table I is a special case.

3. Applications to the case where 21 is real, complex or qua-

ternionic. In case 21 is the real, complex or quaternion number system

there exists for every number a its conjugate a". We define the conjugate

of a vector v — {v {i) | i) as v = {v {i) | i) and the conjugate of a subset 70

of 7 as the totality of the conjugates of the vectors of 70, in notation 70.

We readily verify the following statements:

(1) Vp .). (a)   Lrjp - zTTo,

(b) Z7o_ = ZTo,

(c) Zo70= Z07o.

Since in the case of quaternions every properly linear subset of 7 has

a commutative base it follows that

(2) 2Í = Q.:):.Vol:~:VoOv.).VoOv.
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In such a case the notion of what we shall call conjugate orthogonality

proves useful.   We define the sets 0'r T0 etc. as follows:

Oí-T0 = OiVo      = [all v .3. Svvo

O'l Vo EEE   OrVo = [all   V .3. Sv0V

0'T0E, Or£T0  = OV0;

OrPoTo

0

0
(*>)];

(«*>)];

OoTo 00T0.

Since every properly linear subset T0 of T has a  commutative base it

follows that

(3) v.).     o;t0   =q;t0   = o'to;

To .). (a) 0;V0     = OzÔTTo = OrOiJo = LrT0,

(b) o;, oí To = OibVv'o = örWVo = l0LiV0.

(4)

By use of the above definitions and lemmas in connection with Table I

of § 2, we arrive at Table I which gives the iteration of the processes

Or, 0'i  and L0 and the processes which they generate.

Table I

Lr

Li
L
Lo

Lo Lr

LoLi

Or

01
LO'r

LO'i
0'

Oo

Li      L    Lo   LoLr LoLi 0'r       0[       LO'r     LOI      O'    0'0

±jr 1j 1j

L Li L

L L L

Lo Lr Lo Li L

Lo Lr L L

L       Lo Li L
0'       0'

0'i

0'
LO'i
0'
LO'i

0'r

0'

LO'r

0'
0'
lo;

0'
0'

0'
0'

0'

Lo

Lo

Lo
L0

Lo

Lo

Oí
0Í
0'0

Oo

0Í
Oo

Lo Lr

Lo Lr

Lo Lr

Lo Lr

Lo Lr

Lo Lr

LO'r

LO'r

LO'r

m
LO'r

LO'r

LqLi

Lo Li

LoLi

LoLi
LqLi

LoLi
LO'i

LO'i

m
LO'i

LO'i

LO'i

Or

LO'r

LO'r

0'
0'

LO'r

Lr

LoLr

L

Lo Lr

Lo Lr

L

LO'i
0'i

m
0'
LOI
0'

LoLi
Li

LoLi
L

Loin

L

LO',-

LO'r

LO'r

LO'r

LO'r

LO'r

Lo Lr

Lo Lr

LoLr

Lq Lr

LoLr

Lo Lr

LO'i
LO'i

LO'i
LO'i
LO'i
LO'i
LqLi

LoLi

LoLi

LoLi

LoLi

LoLi

0' 05
0' Oo

0' o;
0' Oo

0' Oo

0' Oo

L Lo
L

L
L

L
L

Lo

Lo

Lo

Lo

Lo

The example illustrating the distinctness of the twelve processes of Table I,

§ 2, may be used to show the fact that the twelve processes of the above

table are distinct.    In this case,

o;t0= L,. (0 1 —¿0 0),

LO'r Vo = LOiVo,

0' To = 0 To,

0'i Vo = Li (0 0 0 1

LOS To = LOr To,

00To= OoTo.

0,
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It should be noted that relative to subset Vp of 7 we can determine the

sets O'rVp, 0'iVo, LO'rVp, L0\Vp, 0'70 and 0070from the sets LrV0, LiV0f

LpLrVp, LpLiVp, LVp and LpVp respectively, and the converse is true.

Thus Table II of I, § 3, shows which of the twelve sets LrVp, • ■ ■, O'pVp are

determined, in general, when any combination of these sets is known.

Except for the 0' and Oí rows and columns, Table I can be obtained from

Table I of § 2 by the substitution of LQr, LO'i, 0' and 00 for L0hc, Z0„„

0„, and 0o,o respectively. Hence a list of the closed subtables of Table I

not involving either 0'- or 0J may be obtained by the same substitution in

the list of the closed subtables of Table I of § 2 which do not involve 0„o

and Oho. Besides these 73 closed subtables we have the following 18 listed

by their generators:

II. 1,2. Or.
vi. 3,4. z, o;..
VIL 5,6. Lr, 01.

VIII. 7, 8. Lp, O'r.    9, 10. L0Lr, L0Lh 0'r.

IX. 11, 12. Lr, ZoZ,, 0Í.
X. 13. O,', 0Í.    14, 15. Lo, LpLr, OJ.

XI. 16, 17. Lr, Lp, 0Í.
XII. 18. Lo, O'r, Oí.

We can arrive at a generalization of Table I from a postulational point

of view. Consider a system 2 satisfying the conditions of I, § 1, and two

processes Tr and Ti of such a nature that for every subset U0 of U there

exist two subsets Tr U0, and Tí Up and the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) Up.), (a)      T'rUp    -=   T'rLrUp,

(b)    TiUp  =  TiLiUp;

(2) Up.) .(a)    Tr2Up= LrUp,

(b)    Ti2Up=ULp;

(3) UxOU2.).is)    TrUsOTrUx,

(b)    TiU20nU2;

(4) Up1.). TrUp = Tí Up;

and we make the following definitions:

T'Uo = T'rLUo,        T'pUo = TrLoUo.
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The necessary lemmas for the proof of Table I in terms of the T's

instead of the O's may be readily derived.

4. Identity matrices for properly linear sets. In this article we

arrive at a generalization, relative to properly linear subsets T0 of T and

certain commutative non-singular matrices, of the notion of an identity

matrix. Moreover we show that for every properly linear subset T0

of T there exists a commutative symmetric non-singular matrix iv which

transforms T0 into a properly linear subset Tx of T which is supplementary

to its orthogonal complement.

Throughout we prove theorems by proving them for the case where SI

is a field, and noting that due to the existence of a commutative base for

every properly linear set the theorem follows from the theorem for the

special case.

In the case where 31 is a field the six linear processes L,- etc. and the

six orthogonal processes 0rw etc. coincide.

Lemma 1. If % is a field not modulo 2, T0 is a linear subset of V with

rank r greater than zero, and w is an n by n commutative symmetric non-

singular matrix such that n[0«T0, T0] is the set consisting of the single

vector Ov, then there exists a vector v0 of T0 such that 82v0wv0 4= 0.

Proof. Let voi • • • vor be a base for T0. If for every i < r, S2voíwvoí = 0,

there exists an i and a j such that i \ j and 82vo%wvoj 4 0. Since

2 = 1 + 1 40 it follows that 82ivoi + Voj) ivivoi Ar %) = 2 S2v0i wvoj 4 0,

and hence voi + %■ is effective as the v0 of the lemma.

That the lemma need not hold for the case of a field with a modulus 2

is shown by the following example. Consider P3, SI = integers modulo 2,

w == ô, and

_        (11 0)'" ~~ L (1 0 1);

the OTo = L(l 1 1) and T0 consists of the four vectors (0 0 0), (1 10),

(1 0 1), and (0 1 1), but all the elements of T0 are self orthogonal.

Theorem 1. If SI' ¿s a field not modulo 2, T0 is a property linear subset

of V and w is an n by n commutative symmetric non-singular matrix such

that n[0?»T0,T0] is the set consisting of the single vector Ov, then there

exists one and only one n by n matrix e of such a nature that

(1) Se va = Vo = 8v0s     iv0),

(2) T.  D  Sev iv),

(3) 0„T0 D  iv — Sev)       iv).

Moreover s is commutative and therefore Sev = Svs for every v.
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Proof. Since 70 has a commutative base it is sufficient to prove the

theorem for the case in which 21 is a field. Relative to two vectors vx and v2

we define the dyad ivx v2) as the matrix O where Q>{i, j) = vx {i)v2(J) ii,j)-

The proof will be divided into two parts, Part I the existence of e and

Part 2 the uniqueness of e.

Part 1.    Existence.    Case 1.   rkV0 = 0.

In this case the zero matrix is effective as e.

Case 2.   rkV0 = r>0.

According to Lemma 1 there exists vox  such that S* vox w v0i % 0.   Let

.    fl(Ppi VpX)w

82VoX wvox '

and Vox eh Z ( î;0i ). «i is effective as * for 70i. Consider 70g = [v0—Sex v0 {v0)].

It follows at once that 702 is linear and 70i + V02 = V0. fl [70l, 702] is the

set consisting of the single vector 0y and 0w7o2 D 7oi. Hence if there

exists a matrix e.¡ effective as e for V02, ex-\-e2 is effective as e. Thus

the existential part of our theorem is true for the case when the rank

of Vp is r in case it is true when the rank of 70 is r — 1. Hence, since

we have found an effective s in case rkV0 = 0, there exists an effective s

for the case in which rkV0 — r.

Part 2.   Uniqueness.

Consider e' and s" effective as e of the theorem:

v-v0:):S2iv — Ss'v)wvp = O.S2iv — Se"v)wv0 = 0

:):#»(«'— e")vwv0   = 0;

(2) v.).S{e' — e")vCV0.

Hence from (1) and (2) and the hypothesis of the theorem it follows that

v.).S{e'~ t")v = Ov,

and hence s' — s" is the zero matrix and s = s".

Theorem 2. Relative to a properly linear subset 70 of V there exists

a commutative non-singular n by n matrix O such that

w = sâ>a>.). n [ow70,7o] = [0y].

Proof. Since 70 has a commutative base it is sufficient to prove the

theorem for the case in which 21 is a field.
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Case 1.    SI is a field not modulo 2 or 3.

Consider To* = [vi - - - vr] the base for T0 of normal form. It is readily

seen since order is not involved that we may assume cr* = (1 ••• r).

Let ©i = ô if Svx vi 40 and Ox = ôA-ôn if Svx Vi = 0 and wt = Sèx Ox.

Then

Svxvi 4 0 .). Svi wxV\ = SviVi,

Svi Vi = 0 .). Svi wi Vi = 34O.

Let Ti = L(v¡) and ex be the identity matrix of Theorem 2 for Vx in

respect to wt. Then the set [vi — Sex Vi = vn (i = 2,3, • • •, r)] is a base

in semi-normal form for the wx- orthogonal complement of 7 in V0.

This process may be repeated by the general recursion formulas   for

j = 1, • • -, r — 1.    (Let f10 = fi-)

Vj = L[vy, vsi, • • •, Vjj-x] ;

tj = the identity matrix of Theorem 2 for 7- in respect to Wj.

[xh — Ssjví = Vij ii =i+ 1, • • -, r)] is a base in semi-normal form for the

fty-orthogonal complement of Vj in T0, and

©jHi = O;  if  ^■-K;ft;yi-J-M,-4 0,

but
<2>/+l =   ©.Z+fyfl/rl    if   %+ljW/Wj+U  = 0

and

wj+i — Séj+x Oj+i-

Hence
Sva-iWj+xVii-x = Sva-xWiVii-x 40 (« = l,---,j),

Svii-iWj+xi-kk-x = 0     (t'4-Ä:, *'= 1, -"ji, 7¿ = l,---,j/' + 1),

^ej+ij^j'+i^+i; + 0.

Hence ©r is effective as the O of the theorem.

Case 2.   SI is a field modulo 2 or 3.

In this case we make <P/+i = ®j + 0j-+2 j+i if Svj+xjWjVj+ij = 0.

Otherwise the proof is analogous to that for Case 1.

We may state Theorem 3 as follows: Belative to a properly linear subset

T0 of V there exists an n by n commutative non-singular matrix <P which

transforms V0 into a properly linear subset Vo of such a nature that 0V¡ is

supplementary to V¿.
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